Analysis for this paper was based on scenarios created in the International Futures (IFs) integrated forecasting system. To facilitate replication of our results, the authors have made the IFs output data for this study available at the following link: <https://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.2171737>. The file includes: 1)forecast estimates of the total number of stoves by category (traditional, improved, modern) for each GBD superregion for all years 2010-2050 (worksheet labelled \"Stoves\"), 2) forecast estimates of deaths in each scenario for 2010-2050 by sex for key causes related to Household Air Pollution (worksheet labelled \"Deaths\"), 3) forecast estimates of Disability-Adjusted Life Years for each sex, cause, region group (worksheet labelled \"DALYs\"). For readers wishing to recreate or modify the actual scenarios create in IFs, visit <http://pardee.du.edu/access-ifs> to use IFs. To recreate the exact model conditions employed in this paper and to use the cookstove scenarios, select version 7.01.

Introduction {#sec004}
============

The Global Burden of Disease (GBD) studies and the associated Comparative Risk Assessments (CRA) have transformed global understanding of health risks \[[@pone.0149669.ref001]\]. CRA played an especially important role in drawing attention to risk factors like household air pollution (HAP) that are associated with multiple sequelae, and thus not easily appreciated through casual observation \[[@pone.0149669.ref001],[@pone.0149669.ref002]\]. CRA estimates of attributable burden, defined as the "current and/or future burden of disease if past exposure to a risk factor had been equal to some counterfactual distribution" \[[@pone.0149669.ref003]\]. Yet many have noted the greater policy significance of calculating *avoidable burden*, defined as "the reduction in the *future* burden of disease if the *current or future exposure* to a risk factor is reduced to a counterfactual distribution" \[[@pone.0149669.ref003]\] (emphasis added). Avoidable risk may be considerably lower than attributable risk if baseline levels of exposure or disease are declining, or if a risk factor carries lagged effects on disease. We use the International Futures (IFs) integrated forecasting system to estimate avoidable impacts of the total elimination of HAP on future mortality risks, thereby demonstrating the broader importance of estimating avoidable risk.

The past quarter-century has seen an evolving understanding of the significance of HAP for communicable and noncommunicable respiratory and cardiovascular conditions \[[@pone.0149669.ref004]--[@pone.0149669.ref014]\]. Based on mean risk factor estimates, GBD 2010 estimated a population attributable risk (PAR) for HAP of 111 million disability-adjusted life years (DALYs), or 4.5% of the global total, making it one of the three leading risk factors \[[@pone.0149669.ref002],[@pone.0149669.ref015]\].

Yet, PAR estimations can change significantly with the passage of time. GBD 2010's estimate of 4.5% of global DALYs attributable to HAP in 2010 represents a 37% decline from the 7.0% of DALYs attributable to HAP in 1990. Over the same period, the DALY share of risks associated primarily with communicable disease and poverty-related risk factors declined even more, as in the case of childhood underweight (-64%) and suboptimal breastfeeding (-62%), while risks principally associated with non-communicable disease (NCD) and affluence-related risk factors increased, as in high body mass index (+51%) and high fasting plasma glucose (+41%) \[[@pone.0149669.ref016]\].

HAP is more complicated. A growing share of households globally are adopting gas or electric stoves, an income- and development-related transition that will reduce the HAP-related disease burden even without global action\[[@pone.0149669.ref017]--[@pone.0149669.ref019]\]. HAP affects one disease that is rapidly declining (ALRI) but also four NCD risks that are rising in most regions, making it difficult to infer changes in baseline disease burden over time. The rise of NCD risk factors like ambient air pollution, smoking, and aging may wipe away some of the benefits of HAP reduction. Effects on reduced NCD risk also carry time lags that are not represented in attributable risk calculations \[[@pone.0149669.ref013],[@pone.0149669.ref019],[@pone.0149669.ref020]\].

We estimate the avoidable burden associated with HAP using IFs, an integrated forecasting system that has been used to model future global disease burdens and risk factors \[[@pone.0149669.ref021],[@pone.0149669.ref022]\]. Building on GBD and other estimates, we integrated a detailed HAP exposure estimation and exposure-response model into IFs. We then conducted a counterfactual experiment in which HAP exposure is reduced to theoretical minimum levels in 2015. We evaluated avoidable mortality and DALY reductions for the years 2015 to 2024 relative to a Base Case scenario in which only endogenous change in disease occurred. While our work speaks to the value and regional focus of HAP efforts, it carries broader implications for any efforts, global or domestic, to quantify disease control priorities under changing baseline conditions.

Methods {#sec005}
=======

GBD 2010 included comprehensive estimates of deaths and DALYs attributable to 67 modifiable risk factors for 291 causes of disease and injury \[[@pone.0149669.ref001]\]. The risk factor assessment was based on the calculation of population attributable risk (PAR) and population attributable fraction (PAF). For each cause of death and disability-adjusted life year (DALY) associated with a given risk factor, PAR is calculated as the total burden of death/disease could be eliminated if exposure levels were reduced to the theoretical minimum, while PAF is the share of total disease burden that could be eliminated, calculated as $$PAR = \sum RR\left( x \right)P\left( x \right) - \sum RR\left( x \right)P^{\prime}\left( x \right)$$ $$PAF = ~\frac{\sum RR\left( x \right)P\left( x \right) - \sum RR\left( x \right)P^{\prime}\left( x \right)}{\sum RR\left( x \right)P\left( x \right)} = \frac{PAR}{Total~Burden}$$ *where* RR(x) is the relative risk associated with exposure level x, P(x) is the prevalence of risk factor x in each country/sex/age group, and P'(x) is the theoretical minimum level of risk factor exposure in each country/sex/age group. PARs can be summed across cause, age and sex subcategories to produce aggregate results, e.g., total global mortality attributable to a given risk factor. We situate a temporal version of this approach into the International Futures integrated forecasting system to estimate avoidable risk.

International Futures (IFs) {#sec006}
---------------------------

The International Futures (IFs) simulation system is a structure-based, agent-class driven, dynamic modeling tool \[[@pone.0149669.ref021],[@pone.0149669.ref022]\]. [Fig 1](#pone.0149669.g001){ref-type="fig"} shows the major models in the system, each drawing upon standard modeling approaches from a wide range of disciplines. All outcomes including health and key risk factors are forecast jointly as part of the integrated framework. We describe our basic approach to representing and forecasting stoves and mortality, with further detail in [S1 Appendix](#pone.0149669.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![The major modules of International Futures (IFs).\
Note: Links shown are examples from a much larger set of linkages.](pone.0149669.g001){#pone.0149669.g001}

### IFs health model {#sec007}

The IFs health model uses distal drivers of socioeconomic change and proximate risk factors like traditional stove use to forecast changing mortality and disease burdens \[[@pone.0149669.ref023],[@pone.0149669.ref024]\]. Data on 15 causes of death by country, age, and sex come from the World Health Organization's 2010 Global Health Estimates (GHE), and are broadly similar to the estimates constructed by the Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation for the GBD 2010. The IFs health forecast has been published extensively and assessed through internal and external validation exercises against historical data and UN Population Division all-cause mortality forecasts \[[@pone.0149669.ref021]--[@pone.0149669.ref024]\]. Forecasts based on distal socioeconomic drivers build on the World Health Organization's 2004 Global Burden of Disease forecasts, predicting age- sex- cause-specific mortality as a function of GDP per capita, total years of education (for adults 25 and older), a smoking impact factor, and time. The age-sex-specific nature of the IFs population module allows us to calculate DALYs averted from deaths averted.

After initialization, subsequent changes in cause-specific mortality rates are driven by the distal driver regressions and by adjustments to account for leading risk factors. The proximate risk factor adjustment in a given forecast year results from a comparison of the expected PAFs from a model based only on distal drivers versus one based on a more extensive set of drivers known to affect the risk factor, as described for traditional and modern cookstoves below. The adjustment takes the following form: $$Mortality_{Final} = Mortality_{Distal}*\frac{\left( {1 - PAF_{Distal}} \right)}{\left( {1 - PAF_{Full}} \right)}$$

The risk factor distribution and thus the PAF adjustment can also be manipulated exogenously, allowing us to introduce an experiment in which solid fuel use and HAP exposure are reduced to theoretical minimum levels in 2015.

### IFs stove model {#sec008}

The IFs stove model represents national trajectories in the use of traditional and modern stoves. We drew historical data on the percentage of households in each country primarily using solid fuels from the 1990 to 2010 country-level dataset from UNSTATS and WHO used in GBD 2010 \[[@pone.0149669.ref025],[@pone.0149669.ref026]\]. We used evidence of historic changes between 1990 and 2010 to develop a logistic function forecasting increased use of modern stoves to changes in income, urbanization, and electrification \[[@pone.0149669.ref024],[@pone.0149669.ref027]\]: $$z = 3.40 - 0.128*GDPPC - 0.037*Elec - 0.011*Urban\, Stove = \frac{100}{e^{- z} + 1}$$ Where *Stove* is the expected share of the population using traditional stoves, *GDPPC* is the per capita gross domestic product, *Elec* is the percent of households with access to electricity, and *Urban* is the percent of households living in urban areas. We use the same equation to fill in missing values for 2010.

### Relating traditional stove use to HAP exposure {#sec009}

To estimate the consequences of changes in traditional stove use on HAP exposure and health risks, we conducted a review of the relationship between cookstove type and PM~2.5~ exposure, drawing heavily on literature used by GBD 2010. Our review included studies that measured concentration levels by stove type (not fuel type) in relation to PM~2.5~ (or a measure that could be converted to PM~2.5~) and provided evidence on exposure variation by locations in the home (see Bibliographic Table for Exposure Estimation for full list of papers reviewed). We then estimated PM~2.5~ exposure levels as a function of cookstove type, gender, and age, following the EPA guidelines for exposure assessments, using the following equation \[[@pone.0149669.ref028]--[@pone.0149669.ref030]\] $$E_{C} = \Sigma_{i = 1}^{n}E_{i}*T_{i}$$ Where E~c~ = average daily exposure concentration for an individual, E~i~ = average daily exposure concentration in microenvironment i by cookstove type, and T~i~ = fraction of 24 hour day spent in microenvironment i.

Based on these calculations, and with some qualitative assessment, we calculated separate exposure levels for women age 25+, men age 25+, and children under age 5. We calibrated our exposure parameters to those used in the Household Air Pollution Intervention Tool (HAPIT) \[[@pone.0149669.ref031]\]. We tested a wide variety of alternate base case exposure measures, which had minimal effect on our results. There was greater heterogeneity in the estimation of sex differences in exposure, and our results focus on the all-sex findings.

### Exposure-response relationships {#sec010}

GBD 2010 developed integrated exposure response (IER) curves for the effects of HAP on acute lower respiratory infections (ALRI) occurring among children under 5 and five causes among adults age 25+: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), ischaemic heart disease (IHD), cerebrovascular disease (CVD), cancers of the trachea, bronchus and lung (lung cancers), and cataracts \[[@pone.0149669.ref001],[@pone.0149669.ref002],[@pone.0149669.ref007],[@pone.0149669.ref011],[@pone.0149669.ref013],[@pone.0149669.ref028],[@pone.0149669.ref032]\]. We used these IER curves to convert exposure levels into disease-specific mortality risks, with the relative risks by age group and sex shown in Table A1 in [S1 Appendix](#pone.0149669.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} \[[@pone.0149669.ref032]\]. Because IFs represents 15 large causes of death/disability rather than the 291 specific causes used by GBD 2010, we separated HAP-related causes of death out from their larger cause groups in 2010 based on the distribution of total deaths for the WHO subregion (specifically, ALRI was subdivided from respiratory infections, IHD and CVD from cardiovascular disease, COPD from respiratory illness, and lung cancers from malignant neoplasms). In all cases except lung cancers, the HAP-affected sub-cause accounted for a substantial share of the total cause group, thereby minimizing the potential error introduced by this assumption.

Finally, we introduced a simplified lagged impact structure modified from Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) guidelines\[[@pone.0149669.ref030]\]. We assumed that the reduction in ALRI risks happened immediately; for CVD we assumed a two year lag, and for pulmonary diseases five years \[[@pone.0149669.ref033]\].

Results {#sec011}
=======

Base Case Stove Forecast {#sec012}
------------------------

The IFs Base Case anticipates continued rapid reductions globally in the share of households using solid fuel, from 34% to 22% between 2010 and 2024, as shown in [Fig 2](#pone.0149669.g002){ref-type="fig"}. In Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA), initial solid fuel use is high at 79% and is expected to decline only to 71% by 2024. In Southeast Asia including China (SEA), solid fuel use was at 47% in 2010 and is forecast to decline to 21% by 2024. While South Asia (SAS) had relatively high HAP use in 2010 at 62% of households, this is expected to decline to just 36% in 2024 due to rapid economic growth, urbanization, and electrification.

![Base case forecast of prevalence of household solid fuel exposure, 2010--2024, World and key GBD super-regions.\
Source: IFs version 7.01.](pone.0149669.g002){#pone.0149669.g002}

Base case forecast for HAP-affected disease {#sec013}
-------------------------------------------

At the same time, key sequalae of HAP vary in level and trend across regions. [Fig 3](#pone.0149669.g003){ref-type="fig"} presents the Base Case trend in DALYs for the three main sets of diseases affected by HAP: ALRI among children age 0--4, CVD, and lung conditions including COPD and lung cancer. In 2010 ALRI accounted for 174 million DALYs, or 5.9% of all DALYs worldwide, but the Base Case expects this impact to decline to 98 million DALYs, or 3.6% of the total, by 2024. CVD and lung cancer already carried a more substantial burden of DALYs, with the burden set to gradually rise.

![Base Case forecast of annual DALYs due to HAP-related causes, 2010--2024, World and key GBD super-regions.\
Source: IFs version 7.01.](pone.0149669.g003){#pone.0149669.g003}

In SSA, which has seen the least progress in its epidemiologic transition, there remains a high burden of ALRI, which currently accounts for a greater burden of DALYs than CVD, COPD, and lung cancer combined. Though the Base Case forecast anticipates considerable decline in ALRI burden in SSA, the rate of decline will be substantially slower than in other regions. Even in 2024, 44% of all HAP-affected DALYs (54 out of 122 million) would result from ALRI. SAS is midway through its epidemiologic transition. CVD and respiratory conditions already each account for more DALYs than ALRI, and the Base Case shows that gap widening considerably over the next decade. By 2024, the model anticipates that only 12% of all HAP-affected DALYs (22 out of 180 million) in SAS will result from ALRI. Finally, SEA is well along in its transition, with high and rising CVD, lung cancer, and COPD burdens. ALRI accounted for just 9% of HAP-related DALYs in 2010, and the Base Case sees this declining to 4% by 2024.

HAP elimination experiment results {#sec014}
----------------------------------

[Fig 4](#pone.0149669.g004){ref-type="fig"} reports results of the theoretical minimum cause-elimination experiment conducted in IFs. Impacts on ALRI begin immediately in 2015, followed by impacts on CVD in 2017 and COPD/lung cancer impacts in 2019. In order to observe differences between attributable and avoidable risk estimates, we compare the results of our experiments to attributable risk estimates based a GBD-type calculation using IFs disease and stove data for 2010. Globally, the annual DALYs averted via the global elimination of HAP would amount to 73 million, or less than half of the 154 million DALYs based on an attributable risk calculation. This difference is due in part to the rapidly diminishing burden of ALRI. While we estimate that elimination of HAP-related ALRI in 2010 could have averted 73 million DALYs, the possible DALYs averted will have dropped to 49 million in 2015 and will decline further to 29 million in 2024.

![Annual DALYs averted due to theoretical minimum reduction in Household Air Pollution Exposure, 2015--24 forecast compared to 2010 Attributable Risk Calculation.\
Source: IFs version 7.01](pone.0149669.g004){#pone.0149669.g004}

Avoidable DALYs due to non-communicable disease are reduced to a similar degree. Although the baseline burdens of CVD and lung conditions are rising, the most rapid growth is likely in SEA and SAS, which are also seeing the rapid adoption of liquid fuels and the rise of other NCD risk factors that swamp the effects of HAP reductions. As a result, while we attribute 58 million CVD DALYs to HAP in 2010, only 30 million would actually be averted by 2024. COPD DALYs go from an attributable burden of 23 million in 2010 to just 13 million DALYs averted in 2024.

The results for specific regions further illustrate the gap between avoidable and attributable risk. In SSA, because the rate of endogenous stove adoption is lower and the rate of ALRI decline slower, a greater share of the potential ALRI impact endures over time. In 2024, 48% of the 2010 attributable risk of ALRI remains in place for SSA (20 million in 2024 vs. 42 million in 2010), while only 27% remains for SAS (6.6 million vs. 24.1 million) and 22% for SEA (1.3 million vs. 3.4 million). Because ALRI accounts for such a disproportionately large burden of disease in SSA, the enduring ALRI effects alone make the avoidable risk associated with HAP substantially greater in SSA than in the other regions.

NCD burdens also favor enduring impact in SSA. While potential impacts of HAP elimination on CVD and lung conditions persistently decline in SAS and SEA, the forecast actually suggests that the number of CVD DALYs averted will be rising in SSA, due both to rising NCD burdens and relatively young populations that are not yet exposed to competing NCD risks.

Discussion {#sec015}
==========

A temporally dynamic calculation of avoidable risk provides a markedly different view of disease control priorities than a static estimate of attributable risk. GBD 2010 attributed 4.5% of global DALYs to HAP. Our comparable estimate using 2010 IFs data suggested that 5.3% of DALYs are attributable to HAP, yet we found that only 2.6% of DALYs could actually be avoided from 2015 to 2024 after accounting for changing disease burdens, endogenous adoption of liquid fuels, lagged effects of HAP reduction, and competing mortality risks.

Whereas CRA suggests that South and Southeast Asia face the greatest burden of deaths and DALYs attributable to HAP, we find that even over a relatively brief 10-year horizon the avoidable burden will shift dramatically to Sub-Saharan Africa. We estimate that the total elimination of HAP in 2015 would, between 2015 and 2024, result in 31.6 million DALYs averted in Sub-Saharan Africa (3.9% of the total DALY burden) compared to 24.6 million in South Asia (3.6% of the total) and 14.8 million in Southeast Asia (2.5% of the total). This difference stems for the most part from the faster pace of ongoing liquid stove adoption in South and Southeast Asia. It also stems from the more rapid transition in these regions away from ALRI risks, which have strong associations to HAP, to NCD risks that are subject to longer lags and to the rise of other NCD risk factors.

While we hope that this study has made a significant contribution to comparative risk assessment, it has limitations. First, in building on CRA, our study carries many of its same weaknesses, including uncertainty in our risk exposure estimates; the lack of variation in RRs by region and over time; and the lack of attention to interactions between HAP risks and related risk factors like smoking and outdoor air pollution. Second, IFs mortality projections forecast 15 major cause groups, such as respiratory infections, chronic respiratory diseases, and CVD, rather than the specific sub-causes used in the 2010 GBD. Finally, our model includes a simplified representation of household combustion and air pollution. While our modern stove adoption trajectory is based on historical evidence, it remains the case that our results are sensitive to variations in the pace of modern stove uptake.

In spite of these limitations, what emerges from our analysis is a story of an unfolding epidemic, with key lessons for the campaign to reduce HAP exposure and for broader efforts to quantify disease control priorities. The window for low-cost public action against HAP may have already closed in Southeast Asia, may be closing quickly in South Asia, and is open for a relatively short period in Sub-Saharan Africa. Policymakers are currently making decisions about the rollout of moderately efficient "clean" solid fuel stoves that can be distributed to individual households versus the rollout of gas and electric fuel grids with high fixed costs. Standalone solutions may prove attractive in Sub-Saharan Africa since they can be rolled out quickly with limited public sector involvement, and even modest HAP reductions can reduce the persistent burden of ALRI. Other regions may need more costly liquid-fuel solutions accompanied by regulatory efforts to control parallel risks associated with ambient air pollution and tobacco smoke.

Within a dynamic temporal framework we may approach HAP or any other health problem in terms of windows of maximum opportunity and impact. Although the epidemiological transition and associated risk factor transition conceptualize much of global health action in these terms, few studies or programs actually quantify the rise and fall of disease control opportunities over time. However, most health problems involve multiple or overlapping risk factors and sequelae, connected in complex and overlapping relationships, with trends often moving in opposite directions. Household air pollution offers just one important example of this phenomenon.

The CRA, by highlighting discrete risk factors that are associated with inevitably more complex temporal processes of change, may indirectly lead to the overvaluation of certain risk factors. Rather than rejecting this valuable approach, we have developed a method and interface for making such estimates more policy-relevant in light of ongoing processes of development \[[@pone.0149669.ref034],[@pone.0149669.ref035]\]. Future iterations of the model can incorporate a broader range of diseases and risk factors, creating a dynamic tool for comparative risk analysis and priority setting. Such a tool could also account for cross-national variation in intervention effectiveness and second-order effects of health outcomes on social, economic and environmental outcomes. The IFs system of models is freely available to all at <http://pardee.du.edu/access-ifs> and the stove scenarios are included in Version 7.01 and beyond. We wish also to acknowledge our indebtedness to the GBD and CRAs for their pioneering work in identifying global health priorities and making this study possible.
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